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Specifications

BRAND: ATA-D

COMPATIBLE DEVICES: Television

MAXIMUM RANGE: 30 Feet

PRODUCT DIMENSIONS: 5.91 x 2.36 x 1.97 inches

NUMBER OF BATTERIES:  2 AA batteries

CONNECTIVITY TECHNOLOGY: Infrared

ITEM WEIGHT: 1.76 ounces

Introduction

Samsung’s latest universal remote control upgrade Models of Smart TVs TV remote QN800A-QN90A-QN900A-
Q60A-Q70A-Q80A-QN85A-AU8000-TU9010-RU9000 -TU8000 -TU8300 -Q60T – Q70T -Q80T -Q90T -Q800T -
Q900TS -Q950TS -LST7 – LS05 -RU8000 -Q50 -Q60 -Q70 -Q80 -Q900 -NU8000 -NU8500 -Q6F -Q7F -Q7C -
Q8F – You may rapidly access the TV page using NETFLIX, Prime Video, and Rakuten-TV Shortcut. Our remote
has been improved to have a longer transmitting range (over 30 feet) and more consistent functionality. There is
no need for programming or pairing, especially with the Samsung remote model: AA59-00666A, AA59-00741A,
AA59-00786A, AA59-00602, AA59-00581A, AA59-00582A, AA59-00594A, BN59-01178W, AA59-00638A, etc.
BN59-01259E, BN59-01312B/H/G, BN59-01312F, BN59-01312.

Controls



The ATA-D universal remote control for Samsung series TVs is incredibly light and ergonomic, taking up very little
space and being quite comfortable to grasp in your hands. It is compatible with 99 percent of Samsung Series TV
models.

It has a pleasant hand-held design that is simple to use. When your original remote control is lost, broken, or you
simply want a new one, this is the best option. This is a dedicated replacement remote control, not the original, but
it performs identically and covers all of the functionality of the original remote.

There is no need to programme it; simply put the batteries in and it will function with your device or receiver.

HOW DOES IT WORK

The four keys arched over the top of the remote are used to tell the remote the type of device you want to operate.
STB (Set Top Box), TV, DVD, and AUX are the labels on these mode keys.

Each mode key corresponds to a certain device. If you want the remote to control your TV, for example, simply hit
the TV key after programming it. Following that, the other keys on the remote should control your TV. Want to use
the remote to control anything else?

Simply hit the mode key for the next device to control. You’ll learn which devices you can control and how to
programme the remote in this guide.

WHERE DO I BEGIN?

Complete the following initial setup procedures before utilizing your remote.

SET UP THE BATTERIES

Two AA batteries are required for the remote (alkaline recommended). In the battery, there is a schematic. The
batteries should be placed correctly in the remote’s compartment. When the batteries are fully charged. When a
key is pressed on the remote, the light on the remote blinks.



GO TO THE QUICK REFERENCE SECTION FOR REMOTE CONTROL

To familiarize yourself with the remote control, see the Quick Reference section on Page 12 of this guide. The
remote and the various keys’ functionality Knowing how to use and locate the keys on. When programming the
remote, the remote will assist you.

FAQs

Can I control my Samsung smart TV using a universal remote?

Most universal remotes, such as those bought on Amazon or even the remote that came with your cable or

satellite box, will function with your Samsung TV or projector. Before you buy a universal remote, be sure it

states it’s compatible with Samsung.

What is the best way to connect a universal remote to a Samsung television?

The remote control sensor is positioned on the lower right hand side of most Samsung TVs. If not, it’s at the

bottom-right corner. Then, for at least 3 seconds, press and hold the Return and Play/Pause buttons

simultaneously. The Smart Remote will start to sync with your TV.

How do you programme a universal remote control to work with a smart TV?
Using Your Universal Remote to Control Your Smart TV:

Switch on your smart television.

Keep the relevant “device” button pressed on your remote.

While still holding down the “device” button, enter the device’s code on the remote’s number pad when the

buttons light up.

How do you programme a universal remote to control your smart TV?
Switch on your television or other device that you want to control. Using the remote, press and hold the POWER
buttons and DEVICE at the same time. Release both presses after the power button has turned on. Hold down the
Power button on the remote while pointing it at the TV or another device and wait 2 seconds.

Without a code, how can I programme a universal remote?

Release and repeatedly push the power button until the LED stays lighted or blinks, then release and

repeatedly press the power button until the device turns on or off, then hit the device key (sometimes the stop

button) to preserve the setting.
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